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Taranaki Science & Technology Fair robotics sub-committee: from left 

Michael Fenton, Chris Roux, Kimberley Fenton, Pat Swanson 

Supporting robots: top: Cybot and OP1 (home-built autonomous bluetooth environmental control robot) 

Bottom: Edison v2 robot (donated by MindKits.co.nz)  and PICAXE home-built robot  

(Cybot, OP1 and PICAXE robots built by Michael Fenton) 

 

Robots full STEM ahead for Science & Technology Fair 

You will be able to watch the best 'bots battle it out while others race a maze at the 2018 WITT Science and 
Technology Fair. 
 
A new event for this year is being organised by a dedicated team of volunteers with help promoting the new 
event from a young lady no stranger to seeing Daleks in her garden. 

Digital Technology specialist and consultant Michael Fenton explains the new direction towards technology;  
 
"Athol Hockey did a wonderful job for many years organising the steam car challenge.  When the steam car 
kits were no longer available we needed something just as fun to replace it.... so we rebooted the competition 
with robots!" 
 
The sub-committee members organising the event are Mr Pat Swanson (teacher, Highlands Intermediate), Mr 
Chris Roux (teacher, New Plymouth Boys' High School), and Mr Michael Fenton (teacher, scientist and 
consultant, Focus Consultancy). 

According to Mr Fenton, the timing is perfect.  



"With the introduction this year of the new Digital Technologies Hangarau Matihiko curriculum there is now 
an authentic opportunity for students, and their teachers, to explore computational thinking, coding and 
robotics technology. And students think robots are cool!" 

For those that are a little unsure Mr Swanson and Mr Roux are planning ahead for information evenings to 
help teachers and students get up to speed ready for the new competitions. 
 
Adding into the mix, bringing her science and arts expertise to the fore, is Kimberley Fenton, soon to become 
familiar to many in her role of Cosette in the New Plymouth Operatic Society production of Les Miserables.  

"I wanted to help promote the new robotics contest as something that is open to all ages and genders, not just 
something the boys do. My sisters and I have had great fun helping build robots with Dad, one so big you 
could ride in it!" 

"I am known more now for my acting and singing, but from my younger days I know first-hand that the skills 
you gain from participating in Science Fair are applicable to a lot more than just science and maths." 

There will be two categories for the 2018 robotics competition;  Robot Sumo and Robot Rescue (a maze). 

Details about the Fair and the robotics competition can be found here; 
www.Focus-Consultancy.co.nz 
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